CBRN RECCE CONCEPT VEHICLE
SAFEGUARDING OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES
**STRENGTHEN YOUR PROTECTION AGAINST CBRN THREATS**

The **CBRN RECCE vehicle** is a complete first responder unit designed to carry CBRN specialists. It provides active detection equipment, enabling users to monitor the outside air from their workstations. It is equipped with protective suits, masks and detection instruments, and carries equipment capable of substance identification and safe personnel decontamination.

**DETECTION, MONITORING AND COLLECTIVE PROTECTION**

1. **Mobile Sensor Platform for point detection**
2. **Chemical agents stand-off detection**
3. **Weather station**
4. **CBRN operator station**
5. **Over-pressure unit with CBRN filter**
6. **Mobile Camouflage System with heat reduction functionality**

**FORENSIC SAMPLING, IDENTIFICATION AND TRANSPORTATION**

1. **Portable identification equipment**
2. **Sample equipement**
3. **Chemical agent detection and identification**
4. **Radiological and nuclear detection and identification**

**CBRN RECCE > CONCEPT VEHICLE**